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Diy cardboard fireplace mantel

This message may contain affiliate links. Read our disclosure policy. If you don't have a real fireplace, this fake cardboard fireplace is an easy solution to hang stockings when you don't have one of your own. Now that you have your new cardboard fireplace, it's time to make some new cookies for Santa Claus this Christmas Eve. Our
favourites are these Melted Snowman, Christmas Blossom or Christmas Tree cookies. False focus to the rescue For the past 9 years, I haven't been able to hang my stockings with care. They were on the wall or on a couch or chair! I was on the phone with my sister the other day, and she was telling me about a fake chimney she had just
made of cardboard for a Christmas party at the church. It seemed like such a fun idea! I was so excited and couldn't wait to make my own. Plus, I knew my kids would have so much fun finally having a fireplace to hang their stockings! I now know that it is possible to buy one, but it would simply not be the same. This seriously fake
chimney couldn't get any easier. Did I forget to mention that I also roped my husband to help me build it. It only took us a few hours to do, including the time it took for the paint to dry! DIY Fake Cardboard Fireplace Provides How to Make a Fake Cardboard Fireplace Step 1: Tap all 4 18×18 boxes up, leaving an open flap, like this: Step 2:
Flip the boxes on their sides and stack them to make the base of the chimney fake and tape the sides and the back seams together like this: Step 3 : Roll 130 of craft paper and start sponge painting your fake bricks. We found that if your sponge is not too saturated, it has given it a more realistic look! The craft paper wasn't big enough to
cover my boxes, so I cut 4 or 5 strips that were 7 high. Then I taped them to the largest band of 130 before painting. The tape goes to the back side, so I'm not sure how the paint would fit. I hope it makes sense! Step 4: Once the paint has dried, lie your paper on the boxes and attach it with wrapping tape. The base of your fake chimney is
now complete. Step 5: (I totally spaced to take pictures of this part, but it's similar to the first part.) Assemble your two 28x20x5 boxes and glue them together so that the dimensions are 56x20x5. Cover the top and sides with handmade paper. I chose not to paint my fake coat, but you can paint it with mixed paint in black and white, using
a cloth to get a marble look, see Family Fun for technique. Then just put your fake coat on the your bricks. Step 6: Put the black cardboard stock down for the chimney floor and cut the red and yellow flames if you want a fire! My sweet husband helped me with the flames. He cut them out and then made a crown shape with them so we
could put flameless candles in the middle! I love their appearance! Easier diy Christmas ideas If you already have a fireplace, you could easily do it on a smaller scale for a nursery, or a playhouse! My kids love their fake fireplace! Don't to leave us a comment below after finishing your cardboard fireplace and let us know how it turned out.
Print Pin Step by Step instructions to make your own fake DIY cardboard fireplace Paint Drying Time 30 minutes Total Time 1 hour 35 minutes 4 boxes 18x18x162 boxes 28x20x52 Rolls Brown craft paper1 Can Red brick acrylic paintSheets Red, Black and yellow Card Stock Tap the four boxes of 18×18, be sure to leave an open flapTurn
the boxes on their sides and stack them to make the base of the chimney. Then line the sides and seams back together. Deploy 130 inches of brown handmade paper. Then start painting on your fake bricks using the sponge. If your craft paper isn't big enough to cover the boxes, cut out a few strips of paper to make sure everything is
covered when you're done. Type them on the largest 130 strip before painting. Once the paint has dried, lie your paper on the boxes and attach it with wrapping tape. Assemble your two 28 x 20 x 5 boxes and stick them together so that the dimensions are 56 x 20 x 5. Cover the top and sides with handmade paper. If you want to hurt your
coat, you should do it now. Then just put your coat on top of your bricks. Place the black cardboard broth down to the fireplace floor and then cut the red and yellow flames if you want to have a fire inside! We found that if your sponge is not too saturated, it has given it a more realistic look! Originally published on Crazy Domestic 2011 by
Megan Our weekly newsletter gives exclusive access to our favorite projects, recipes, free printables, and more! Subscribe With the holiday season in full force, we have our real and decorated tree, the Charlie Brown Christmas Pandora station on the repetition and smell of pine needles and cinnamon fill the air. One thing was missing...
there was nowhere to hang our stockings with care. It needed to be addressed immediately. So I decided to build a fireplace for our apartment! Because, why not really. What you'll need ::Total cost - $18.75- Cardboard boxes (FREE)- Adhesive tape ($7.49) - 2 rolls of Kraft paper ($1.19 each)- Paint :: red brick - white (samples were $3.99
each. I used (2) brick red and white paint remnants at home)- 1 sponge ($1.39)- Rule, scissors and/or box cutter (already had at home) How::1) Measure and draw the height and width you want the sides and coat to be. Collect enough cardboard to cover the work. This can be any size your heart wants.2) measure out the cardboard
pieces and cut accordingly. Note:: my boxes were the same size (they came from our recycling room, also known as the free craft room!), so this included a lot of measuring and hashing boxes. Use the tape to secure the cardboard together. To make things easier, it's best to find boxes that are all the same size, so you can just stack
them and tape them. I went the hard road!3) install the boxes against the wall as you want to display the fireplace on to make sure the sizes are correct.4) measure and cut the paper to match each side and coat. You just want to wrap around the boxes as you wrap a present.5) ez out the kraft paper and using red sponge and brick paint (I
just grabbed paint samples from the hardware store - cheaper route), you're going to make a fake brick design. Remember with bricks, make alternating stains with each row. Note :: As with every DIY comes a few surprises! With this one, I noticed after I finished my brick print that I lined them up badly. My bricks go vertical instead
horizontal! This will be the new trend when making fireplaces, I can just see it now!6) Lightly brush your choice of paint for the top coat piece and let them all dry for a bit. Once dry, you will wrap the boxes with kraft paper as you wrap a gift. Using as much duct tape as you please. (I'm a greedy duct cone!) 7) Line them up against the wall
and make sure they are in place, then stick them together for stability. Since mine are open at the back, I've placed some heavier things - like change pots - in the bottom to hold the sides firmly in place.8) Decorate your coat and hang your stockings carefully! I hope those of you who don't have the luxury of a fancy brick fireplace can
enjoy this fun and easy DIY! If you make one yourself, please send me pictures. I'd love to see them! With the cold winters coming up soon, you want to spend the cold evenings sitting by the fireplace, enjoying the heat while being absorbed in a joyful conversation with your loved ones. If you have been deprived of the pleasure of having
a fireplace at your home, partially respond to your desire by creating a fake by using discarded cardboard, to improve the décor of your home especially when the holiday season is around the corner. These diys and interesting ideas would certainly be of great help to you as you consider putting your creative skills into action to make a
gorgeous fireplace in your spacious living room. DIY DIY Cardboard Fireplace Your children would love to see this beautiful fireplace as it would serve as a great place for them to hang their stockings and wait with a baited breath for the special gifts brought by Mr. Santa. Cardboard fireplace Make a Christmas fireplace from Cardboard
Santa Claus sitting just above the fireplace with the tree on its side laster sets in the perfect Christmas atmosphere. How to make a cardboard fireplace You can cut a large triangle to attach a chimney to your fireplace, just like the one shown in the image below. Cardboard fireplace with diy box fireplace Christmas Christmas garland with
balls circling the white fireplace adds to its elegance. You can hold in the red lights for an amazing visual impact. Cardboard Christmas fireplace How to decorate your fireplace Whether it's a fake or a real fireplace, you can always embellish it by decorating it with stockings, Christmas trees, balls, bells and hands images of a firefighter or a
snowman. Cardboard fireplace decoration How to make a fake fireplace If you have an artistic talent to flaunt then draw some beautiful images on the fireplace to highlight your skill. How to make a fake fireplace from easy cardboard DIY Mini Fake Chimney Candles inside the fireplace with red socks gives it a picturesque view. Cardboard
chimney chimney with light bulb for fire The colored bulbs intensifies the brightness, almost corresponding to the glow that could have been created if a real fire had been lit. Fake cardboard fireplace How to build a fake fireplace while being absorbed in the decoration of your fireplace make sure you don't overload it. Fake decorative
cardboard fireplace fireplace display If you have a fetish for DIY, then make Christmas trees other accessories like books or felt and decorate your coat with it. DIY cardboard CHEMINÉE making a fake fireplace with a cardboard box how to make a fireplace out of the fake cardboard diy fireplace made from cardboard fireplace cardboard
so we are here with a host of brilliant ideas to build this charming fireplace from cardboard boxes. If you have kids at home, then involve them in this fun task as they would have a gala time in decorating the newly built fireplace as well as honing their creative talents. Talents.
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